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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In compliance with California Public Utilities Commission (Commission) Decision (D.) 18-

06-028, San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E) and Southern California Gas Company 

(SoCalGas) submit this proposed Line 1600 Test or Replacement Plan.1  SDG&E and SoCalGas 

evaluated four potential design alternatives for the pressure test or replacement of 49.7 miles of 

Line 1600 in its present corridor: (1) replacing Line 1600 pipeline in High Consequence Areas 

(HCAs)2 and hydrotesting Line 1600 pipeline in non-HCAs (Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA 

alternative); (2) hydrostatic strength testing (hydrotest or test) the entire length of Line 1600 

(Full Hydrotest alternative); (3) full replacement of Line 1600, routing in nearby streets in the 

north (Full Replacement in Nearby Streets alternative); and (4) full replacement of Line 1600, 

routing along Highway 395 in the north (Full Replacement Along Highway 395 alternative).  The 

alternative designs evaluated by SDG&E and SoCalGas in preparing this Plan are summarized in 

Table 1 below.  Unless otherwise indicated, the estimated costs presented in this Plan are loaded 

and escalated. 

  

 
1  D.18-06-028 at 128, Ordering Paragraph 7.  See also id. at 90-92. 
2  HCAs are defined in 49 CFR 192.903.  Generally, an HCA is defined to include Class 3 and 4 locations, as 

well as any area in a Class 1 or 2 location where the potential impact radius is greater than 660 feet 
and the area within the potential impact radius includes 20 or more buildings intended for human 
occupancy or a site identified as occupied by 20 or more persons on at least 50 days in any twelve-
month period.  
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Each design alternative divides the scope of work into separate sections that can be 

completed independently to meet statutory and Commission directives to execute SDG&E and 

SoCalGas’ Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan (PSEP) as soon as practicable and manage potential 

impacts to customers.  SDG&E and SoCalGas evaluated the design alternatives consistent with 

the requirements set forth in D.18-06-028, SDG&E and SoCalGas’ approved PSEP Decision Tree, 

and the overarching objectives of PSEP to: (1) comply with the Commission’s directives 

[subsequently codified in Public Utilities Code section 958]; (2) enhance public safety; (3) 

minimize customer impacts; and (4) maximize the cost effectiveness of safety investments.6  As 

required by D.18-06-028, SDG&E and SoCalGas coordinated with the Commission’s Safety and 

Enforcement Division (SED) in developing and evaluating this Plan and alternative designs.   

After carefully evaluating each alternative design and the Commission’s direction in D.18-

06-028, SDG&E and SoCalGas propose to replace approximately 37 miles of existing Line 1600 

primarily located in HCAs and hydrotest the remaining approximately 13 miles of existing Line 

1600 located in non-HCAs through execution of 19 separate project sections (Replace in 

HCAs/Test in Non-HCAs).  A map of the proposed scope of work for the Plan is presented below 

in Figure 1.  As summarized in Table 1 above, the estimated loaded and escalated cost of the 

proposed Plan, based on preliminary engineering, design and planning is approximately $677 

million.  Of the total estimated cost, SDG&E and SoCalGas anticipate recording approximately 

$630 million as a capital expenditure and approximately $47 million as an operating expense.   

 
6  Rulemaking (R.) 11-02-019, Amended Testimony of Southern California Gas Company and San Diego 

Gas & Electric Company in Support of Proposed Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan 
(December 2, 2011) at 10. 
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II. BACKGROUND 

A. Introduction 

SDG&E and SoCalGas own and operate an integrated backbone natural gas transmission 

system consisting of pipelines, compressor stations, and underground storage facilities (Gas 

System).  With their network of transmission pipelines and four interconnected underground 

storage facilities, SDG&E and SoCalGas deliver natural gas to a regional population of over 24 

million energy consumers.  

SDG&E’s service territory for natural gas is the County of San Diego, which has a growing 

population of over 3.3 million, a $200 billion economy, and home to the largest concentration of 

military assets and personnel in the world.  Including its electric service territory in southern 

Orange County, SDG&E safely and reliably provides natural gas and electric service to 

approximately 3.6 million residential, commercial, and Electric Generation (EG) consumers, 

including the military, hospitals, universities and schools, through over 870,000 natural gas 

meters and 1.4 million electric meters.  

Continuous enhancement of the safety of the natural gas transmission pipeline system 

through the execution of programs such as PSEP is an integral part of the safety culture at 

SDG&E and SoCalGas.  As described above, two overarching objectives of PSEP are to enhance 

public safety and comply with the Commission’s directives.  This commitment to public and 

employee safety while complying with Commission orders and Public Utilities Code section 958 

has not wavered. 
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B. The SDG&E Gas System 

The SDG&E gas transmission system, which is part of SDG&E and SoCalGas’ integrated 

natural gas system, is illustrated in Figure 2 below.  The SDG&E gas transmission system consists 

primarily of two high-pressure, large-diameter pipelines that originate at Rainbow Station, 

located at the Riverside and San Diego County border, and extend south terminating within the 

core of the San Diego metropolitan area.  The SDG&E system also has a receipt point at Otay 

Mesa which has historically only been used intermittently.   

Figure 2: SDG&E Gas Transmission System 

 

The SDG&E gas transmission system is designed to flow gas supplies from north to south, 

starting at the Riverside County line, and south to north, starting at the Mexican border, to meet 

consumer demand for heating homes on peak winter days, providing gas service to commercial 

and industrial operations, and to generate electricity to meet cooling demands on the hottest 
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days of summer.  Gas supplies originating in the southwestern United States are transported on 

the SoCalGas system to San Diego first using a compressor station located in Moreno Valley, 

California known as the Moreno Compressor Station, and then using the two major transmission 

pipelines mentioned previously and described in more detail below. 

Line 1600 is a 16-inch diameter natural gas transmission pipeline that runs from Rainbow 

Station in the north to Mission Station in the south.  Line 1600’s transmission function is 

important, not only for its contribution to system capacity, but also as a supply source for the 

portions of the gas distribution system that it directly feeds.  Line 1600 also contributes to gas 

transmission system reliability should other elements of the system be out of service or require 

pressure reduction.  While Line 1600 tends to contribute 65 million cubic feet per day (MMcfd) 

to the SDG&E system capacity with Line 3010 in service, Line 1600 could supply 115 MMcfd at a 

Maximum Allowable Operating Pressure (MAOP) of 512 pounds per square inch gauge (psig), 

150 MMcfd at an MAOP of 640 psig, or 160 MMcfd at an MAOP of 800 psig, if Line 3010 were 

out of service.  

Line 1600 works in conjunction with another north-to-south running pipeline, Line 3010, 

a 30-inch diameter transmission pipeline running from the Rainbow Station to the Tecolote 

Station.  Line 3010 was placed into service in 1961 and provides approximately 90 percent of 

SDG&E’s capacity, assuming compression is available.  Line 3010 and Line 1600 also interconnect 

via transmission cross-tie pipelines between Oceanside and Escondido and between Miramar 

and Santee.  

In addition to Lines 3010 and 1600, the third major component of the SDG&E system 

bringing gas from the north is the Moreno Compressor Station.  The Moreno Compressor Station 
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is located in the SoCalGas service territory approximately 35 miles north of the San Diego County 

line in Moreno Valley in Riverside County.  Essentially, all gas supplies that come into San Diego 

County from the north pass through the Moreno Compressor Station.  This is a critical facility in 

meeting gas supply requirements for SDG&E.   

C. Overview of Line 1600 

Line 1600 operates as a transmission pipeline, supplies approximately 10% of the natural 

gas volumetric demand in San Diego County and serves as the sole or primary supply of natural 

gas for customers in the inland valley communities of Rainbow, eastern Fallbrook, Valley Center, 

Escondido, Rancho Bernardo, Rancho Peñasquitos, Poway, Scripps Ranch, Kearny Mesa, and 

Serra Mesa.  These communities represent about 17% (~150,000) of San Diego’s customers who 

depend on Line 1600 for reliable natural gas supply. 

Currently, Line 1600 has a Maximum Operating Pressure (MOP) and MAOP of 512 psig 

along its entire 50-mile length.  Line 1600 distributes gas to customers along its length via 

approximately 60 pipeline interconnections that feed local gas distribution systems or directly 

feed customers at high pressure meter sets.      

The distribution supply line systems (defined as greater than 60 psig) depend on Line 

1600 for a steady supply of high pressure natural gas to support the local demands downstream.  

Each of the distribution supply systems has been designed, sized, and planned to reliably serve 

customer peak demand based on existing, as well as anticipated, system growth in the areas 

they serve.  As considered in this Plan, the “Line 1600 corridor” constitutes those areas served by 

the natural gas distribution system along the 50-mile length of Line 1600, where Line 1600 
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supplies significant amounts of natural gas to those areas.  The Line 1600 corridor is generally 

represented by the area displayed in the map included in Section X, Appendix, Figure 10. 

A foremost consideration in conjunction with replacing and testing Line 1600 is that Line 

1600 is the primary, and in many cases, the only natural gas supply source for the local gas 

distribution systems that serve well over 100,000 customers along the Line 1600 corridor.  Given 

that there are no other supply sources, any work identified for Line 1600 requires significant 

efforts and must be carefully planned to avoid customer service interruptions.  The pipeline 

infrastructure required to be installed to replace Line 1600 must be interconnected to the 

existing gas distribution system at select locations to ensure that pipeline capacity, and therefore 

reliability of service to customers, is not compromised.  This will require modifications to the gas 

distribution system to interconnect new supply sources to portions of Line 1600, and these 

interconnections will require some new distribution pipeline extensions as well as new pressure 

regulator stations and “tie-overs” that connect the new infrastructure to the remaining existing 

infrastructure. 

III. COORDINATION WITH THE COMMISSION’S SAFETY AND ENFORCEMENT DIVISION  

In D.18-06-028, the Commission directs SDG&E and SoCalGas to coordinate with SED on 

the future treatment of existing Line 1600.  Specifically, the Decision requires: 

• The Director of the Safety and Enforcement Division, or designee, is delegated the 
following authority to: 

a) Review all activities of any kind related to the hydrotesting of Line 1600; 

b) Inspect, inquire, review, examine and participate in all activities related to Line 
1600; 

c) Order San Diego Gas & Electric and Southern California Gas Company to take any 
actions necessary to protect public safety.  (OP15) 
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• The Applicants shall work with SED to prepare the Plan.  (p. 91) 

• Applicants shall work with SED to determine: 

a) The maximum test pressure commensurate with the MAOP deemed safe for Line 
1600; and 

b) A prioritization list and schedule for testing of sections.  (p. 91) 

In compliance with the Decision’s directives, SDG&E and SoCalGas coordinated with SED 

throughout the development of this Plan.  Between the Decision date of June 21, 2018 and the 

Plan submission date of September 26, 2018, SDG&E and SoCalGas met with SED both 

telephonically and in person more than six times and facilitated an on-site examination by SED 

staff of the existing Line 1600 easements and several identified locations for replacement 

sections in nearby streets. 

During these coordination meetings, SED emphasized that it is SDG&E and SoCalGas’ 

responsibility, as the system operator, to make determinations about which sections to replace 

and which to test, considering the best interest of safety related to existing Line 1600, as well as 

aspects of any re-route of the replacement sections.  SED advised SDG&E and SoCalGas to 

include all issues and factors that influence decisions to replace or test sections of Line 1600 in 

the Plan. 

Throughout the three-month coordination period, SDG&E and SoCalGas frequently shared 

Plan development objectives, challenges and proposed treatment of section projects with SED, 

and received ongoing feedback and guidance from SED to inform the development of this final 

Plan.  SDG&E and SoCalGas have incorporated SED’s input from the three-month coordination into 

this proposed Plan. 
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IV. PROPOSED TEST AND REPLACEMENT PLAN FOR LINE 1600 

 Scope 

Through this test and replacement Plan, SDG&E and SoCalGas propose to replace 

approximately 37 miles of existing Line 1600 located in HCAs and through secured federal lands,8 

and pressure test approximately 13 miles of existing Line 1600 located in non-HCAs.  The 

proposed scope of work is divided into 19 sections, each of which has independent utility and 

can be constructed separately to enable SDG&E and SoCalGas to minimize customer and 

community impacts and meet the Commission’s directive to execute PSEP as soon as 

practicable.9  The initial focus will be on the HCA sections.  The following sections provide 

additional information supporting the proposed Plan. 

The proposed Plan is the result of following the PSEP Decision Tree analysis and applying 

sound judgment and working knowledge of Line 1600 and the San Diego natural gas transmission 

and distribution systems.  It identifies the work required to complete the replacement and 

testing of Line 1600 while maintaining gas supply to the current customer base.  The overarching 

objectives of this Plan are consistent with the overarching objectives of PSEP: (1) comply with the 

Commission’s directives [subsequently codified in Public Utilities Code section 958]; (2) enhance 

public safety; (3) minimize customer impacts; and (4) maximize the cost effectiveness of safety 

investments.10   

 
8 Approximately 2.1 miles of vintage Line 1600 located within a non-HCA area within MCAS Miramar is 

also planned to be replaced to address airfield security, access, and environmental concerns raised by 
MCAS Miramar. 

9  D.11-06-017 at 19. 
10 R.11-02-019, Amended Testimony of Southern California Gas Company and San Diego Gas & Electric 

Company in Support of Proposed Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan (December 2, 2011) at 
10. 
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 SDG&E and SoCalGas Considered Testing or Replacement Alternatives 
Consistent with the Approved PSEP Decision Tree and the Commission’s 
Directives in D.18-06-028.  

As indicated above, SDG&E and SoCalGas evaluated four test or replacement alternatives 

in preparing the proposed Plan.  The four alternatives evaluated by SDG&E and SoCalGas are 

rooted in the approved PSEP Phase 1 Decision Tree process, which guides the determination of 

whether a pipeline should be tested or replaced.  The PSEP Phase 1 Decision Tree was approved 

by the Commission in D.14-06-00711 and represents SDG&E and SoCalGas’ analytical approach to 

testing or replacing pipelines to enhance the safety of their integrated natural gas transmission 

system.  SDG&E and SoCalGas use the Decision Tree and its concepts to guide their decision-

making process, and ultimately apply professional judgment, as knowledgeable operators of 

their system, to determine what is prudent, best achieves safety enhancement objectives, and 

maximizes the cost effectiveness of customers’ safety investments.  Relevant considerations 

include costs associated with pressure testing, including managing customer impacts, costs of 

replacing the existing pipeline, and other engineering factors, depending on the unique 

conditions and circumstances of each pipeline project. 

SDG&E and SoCalGas apply the following guiding principles to complete this PSEP test 

versus replacement analysis: (1) SDG&E and SoCalGas will not interrupt service to core 

customers in order to pressure test a pipeline; (2) SDG&E and SoCalGas will work with noncore 

customers to determine if an extended outage is possible; (3) SDG&E and SoCalGas will, where 

necessary, temporarily interrupt noncore customers as provided for in their tariffs; (4) SDG&E 

and SoCalGas will work with noncore customers to plan, where possible, service interruptions 

 
11 D.14-06-007 at 59, Ordering Paragraph 1. 
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during scheduled maintenance, down time or off-peak seasons; and (5) SDG&E and SoCalGas will 

consider cost and engineering factors along with the improvement of the pipeline asset.  These 

principles were explained in SDG&E and SoCalGas’ amended PSEP and at hearings in A.11-11-

002.  It is important to note that no industry-wide standard exists that balances the risk of a 

pipeline failure with the cost of testing or replacing such pipeline.  SDG&E and SoCalGas are in 

the best position to make this determination on a project-by-project basis, based on the unique 

characteristics and circumstances of each pipeline, applying their engineering expertise and 

knowledge of the pipelines they operate. 

Applying the Commission-approved Decision Tree and professional judgment, and the 

limitations imposed by the Commission in D.18-06-023, SDG&E and SoCalGas determined that 

replacing vintage Line 1600 pipe in current and anticipated HCAs and pressure testing in non-

HCAs is reasonable, enhances public safety, and complies with Commission and statutory 

requirements and benefits customers.  Having evaluated the characteristics of Line 1600 and the 

environment in which it operates, SDG&E and SoCalGas propose to replace sections of Line 1600 

in HCAs because this allows the greatest opportunity to significantly improve safety in populated 

areas by eliminating known flaws associated with the A.O. Smith electric flash welded (EFW) pipe 

and incorporate new, significant safety features (e.g., modern manufacturing methods, heavier 

wall thickness, improved grade with better fracture control, and installation of modern safety 

features, such as warning mesh above the pipeline to alert excavators they are near the 

pipeline).  These safety improvements could not be achieved through hydrotesting 

alone.  Moreover, replacing 1949-vintage pipeline in the HCA sections of Line 1600 avoids the 

significant costs associated with hydrotesting the entire existing line (including any repairs 
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identified during hydrotesting), the costs to retrofit Line 1600 to accommodate in-line inspection 

tools, and additional costs to replace those sections of the nearly 70-year-old Line 1600 in the 

future.  In addition, ongoing operations and maintenance costs for the new sections of pipeline 

are anticipated to be lower than historical costs.  

This Plan assumes that all customers who currently have natural gas service will continue 

to have the same level of service after Line 1600 is replaced/tested.  The enhancements included 

as part of the Plan are intended to avoid existing customers experiencing a reduction in 

reliability, capacity, or pressure compared to what they have historically experienced.  The final 

design of improvements will incorporate good engineering judgment related to gas transmission 

and distribution system reliability and capacity and should allow for reasonable long-term future 

operating conditions. 

Engineering factors associated with the vintage A.O. Smith EFW pipe that influence 

pipeline safety, especially in populated areas, are the primary driver for the proposed 

replacement of sections of Line 1600 in HCAs.  The approach set forth in this proposed Plan 

recognizes the additional value of the installation of new pipeline sections in densely populated 

areas, including enhancement of the overall safety and reliability of the pipeline, because new 

pipe is manufactured to modern standards and has physical characteristics that enhance safety 

as compared to the earlier vintage pipelines.  This is consistent with PSEP and Commission 

General Order (GO) 112-F, which requires escalating margins of safety as population density 

increases.  

The scope of work required to replace/test Line 1600 includes new transmission main, 

some new supply lines and new distribution mains, and new or rebuilt pressure regulating 
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stations that must be connected to the modified system.  Also included in this analysis is the 

abandonment of existing infrastructure, including pressure regulator stations that would no 

longer be needed.  

Testing work includes the work necessary to perform the test, including a spike test, and 

keep existing customers in service while this work is performed.  Test section preparation work 

also includes removal of wrinkle bends as well as shorter radius bends and other features which 

prevent in-line-inspections of the legacy pipeline using commercially available circumferential 

magnetic flux leakage (CMFL) smart pigging tools.  

The proposed Plan is a prudent approach to achieving compliance with the directives of 

the Commission and Public Utilities Code section 958.  Factors such as potential environmental 

impacts, impacts to private property, potential growth, project costs, and feasibility were 

considered as part of determining replacement routes for each project section.  As SDG&E and 

SoCalGas transition from high-level planning to detailed design, engineering and planning, 

additional analysis will be completed, and some refinement and modification of the Plan may be 

necessary to address engineering, permitting, community, or cost considerations. 

C. Descriptions of Each Pressure Test or Replacement Project Section  

The proposed test and replacement Plan for Line 1600 is comprised of 19 project 

sections.  The sections have been numbered from north to south as shown on Figure 1 above.  

To provide additional descriptive reference, each project section has been assigned a name that 

corresponds to a geographic reference and also describes whether the section is planned to be 

replaced or hydrotested.  These names are also reflected in Figure 1 above.  Each of these 

sections is further described in Table 3 below, which summarizes key factors considered in 
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focus on HCAs, as soon as practicable.  Many factors were considered while scheduling the 

projects, including customer impacts, permit lead time, land rights lead time, potential 

environmental impacts, outreach activities, and operational limitations.  Generally, sections from 

the City of Escondido south to the terminus of Line 1600 at Mission Gate Station are prioritized 

first as this corridor represents the highest concentration of population immediately adjacent to 

existing Line 1600 and therefore stands to achieve the biggest relative safety benefit.  

Additionally, the majority of the route for replacement pipeline sections falls within existing 

streets, which is anticipated to minimize permitting time.  The construction schedule presented 

in this Plan will enable SDG&E and SoCalGas to bring Line 1600 into compliance with the 

requirements of Public Utilities Code section 958 “as soon as practicable,” and prioritizes project 

sections to achieve the greatest safety enhancement in areas with the highest concentrations of 

people and property.   

To facilitate isolating Line 1600 for hydrotesting or connecting sections of replacement 

pipeline during the winter months when core customer gas use is highest, it may be necessary to 

schedule gas to be delivered at the Otay Mesa receipt point.  During summer months, sections of 

Line 1600 north of where it meets Line 1601 in Escondido cannot be isolated due to high peak 

loads on peaker plants in the area; supply delivered at the Otay Mesa receipt point cannot 

mitigate this concern during summer periods due to pipeline capacity limitations.  Because the 

hydrotest sections are located north of Escondido, this is a main driver for scheduling the 

hydrotest sections.  Several project sections are located within jurisdictions that are anticipated 

to require long-lead permits or land acquisitions.  For scheduling purposes, some projects will 

require effort early on to begin a potential lengthy permit and/or land rights acquisition process 
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and which will lead the project to be constructed in the latter years of the proposed timeline. For 

example, there are some potential long-lead land acquisitions needed from local municipality-

owned, State-owned and Federal-owned lands.  There are also some potentially long-lead time 

permits that may be required.  For example, a project within an environmentally-sensitive area 

may require an incidental take permit due to the potential for an endangered and/or listed 

species occuring within the proposed construction work areas.  The acquisition of these permits 

may take one-to-two years of field work, environmental documents preparation and 

negotiations with agencies before a permit is granted to the utilities.  Given the size, scope and 

complexity of the project, SDG&E and SoCalGas assume extensive community and customer 

outreach activities will be necessary to achieve the schedule and timeline set forth in this Plan.  

Figure 3 below shows the preliminary schedule, which may be revised as SDG&E and SoCalGas 

complete the detailed engineering, design and planning process, for all 19 sections. 

Figure 3: Plan Schedule 
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E. Routing Criteria 

As described above, the overarching objectives of PSEP are to: (1) comply with the 

Commission’s directives [subsequently codified in Public Utilities Code section 958]; (2) enhance 

public safety; (3) minimize customer impacts; and (4) maximize the cost effectiveness of safety 

investments.  Consistent with these overarching objectives and the requirements set forth in 

D.18-06-028, SDG&E and SoCalGas’ Plan considers the following factors to address Line 1600 as 

soon as practicable, execute the Plan through efficient use of resources, and minimize potential 

impacts to customers and communities.  These factors are incorporated in the proposed routing 

criteria utilized to evaluate alternatives and ultimately to develop the final Plan. 

• Follow generally accepted principles for siting infrastructure. 

• Avoid unnecessary impacts to the environment. 

• Avoid unnecessary acquisition of private property. 

• Allow for safe and efficient construction and testing activities. 

• Provide all-weather accessibility for operations, maintenance, and emergency 
response. 

• Allow replacement pipelines to integrate into the existing natural gas pipeline 
infrastructure serving customers along the existing Line 1600 corridor. 

• Avoid impacts to critical operations at MCAS Miramar. 

• Meet current and near-term energy needs in a cost-effective and efficient manner. 

Of the approximately 43 miles of new pipeline planned for installation as part of the 

replacement scope of work outlined in this Plan, approximately 41 miles will be routed in nearby 

streets, minimizing potential impacts to environmentally sensitive areas and private property, 

consistent with SDG&E and SoCalGas’ routing criteria.  Where possible, the replacement pipeline 

will be installed in larger multi-lane streets that are most suitable for larger-scale utility 
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infrastructure.  This allows for safe and efficient construction and future inspections and 

maintenance of the pipeline to be completed with minimal disruption to the community.  

Construction in existing roadways typically limits environmental impacts, as the work area is 

paved over and has been previously disturbed.  Placing the pipeline in existing roadways also 

avoids the need to acquire private property, which can be time-consuming and costly if property 

owners are not interested in selling and eminent domain is required.  Photographs 

representative of the streets proposed for replacement construction are provided in the 

Appendix.     

In the evaluation of alternative designs, SDG&E and SoCalGas considered the 

reasonableness of potentially constructing replacement pipe in existing 20-foot-wide Line 1600 

easements.  SDG&E and SoCalGas concluded it is not feasible, prudent nor reasonable to build a 

new replacement pipeline entirely within the existing Line 1600 rights-of-way.  Accordingly, the 

Plan calls for the relocation of replacement pipeline sections to nearby public roadways, as 

appropriate.  Adequate space for new construction (40-50 feet to 50-100 feet) does not 

generally exist along the Line 1600 centerline because the area surrounding the existing 20-foot-

wide rights-of-way has been heavily developed in many locations since the line was originally 

constructed in 1949.  Photographs that illustrate the development that has occurred along the 

existing rights-of-way are presented in the Appendix. 

In most locations, constructing in the existing right-of-way would be very difficult and 

would potentially have a large impact on the community and the environment due to the need 

to obtain additional right-of-way to perform construction safely.  To complete construction in a 

reasonably safe and efficient manner, as mentioned above, a minimum of 40-to-50 feet, and in 
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some areas, between 50 and 100 feet, of clear right-of-way is normally required.  Construction 

would be complicated, and there would be additional risk and safety complexity, and extensive 

heavy equipment operations in close proximity to the existing 16-inch diameter pipeline.   

The costs to acquire additional rights-of-way necessary to safely and efficiently complete 

construction are anticipated to be significant and could require SDG&E and SoCalGas to invoke 

the eminent domain process.  When this concept was studied as part of developing the proposal 

for SDG&E and SoCalGas’ Pipeline Safety & Reliability Project (PSRP) Application (A.15-09-013), it 

was determined that approximately 500 parcels are located within 35 feet of the existing rights-

of-way.  Approximately 125 residences, 24 commercial buildings, and seven apartment buildings 

are anticipated to possibly require acquisition for construction of a new pipeline within the Line 

1600 rights-of-way.  The effort and cost of expanding the existing rights-of-way for pipeline 

replacement construction is anticipated to be considerable, as well as disruptive to the property 

owners and tenants.  In addition, by law, the success of an eminent domain action is determined 

by balancing various factors, including whether the property is necessary for the public project 

for which it is condemned.  Existing roadways would not pose these challenges and costs, as 

SDG&E has existing franchise rights that permit installation of pipeline in streets and disruption 

would be limited.  

In preparing this Plan, SDG&E and SoCalGas sought input from two reputable gas pipeline 

contractors with experience working in southern California regarding constructability of different 

alternatives, including attempting to construct replacement pipeline sections within Line 1600’s 

existing 20-foot rights-of-way.  Both contractors noted the challenges of potentially constructing 

in the existing rights-of-way and the impacts to productivity.  Both noted that construction in 
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nearby roads would be more efficient.  Copies of letters provided to SDG&E and SoCalGas from 

these contractors are provided in the Appendix.   

Because of the identified constraints, construction of replacement sections of pipeline 

entirely within the existing Line 1600 rights-of-way would not be consistent with the routing 

criteria described in this Plan and would be infeasible from a constructability, environmental, 

social, economic, and site-suitability perspective.  As such, SDG&E and SoCalGas determined the 

most suitable and preferred location for the majority of the replacement pipe is in existing 

nearby streets. 

F. Temporary Service Requirements 

To maintain uninterrupted gas supply to customers during replacement/hydrotest of the 

pipeline, customers may be temporally fed using compressed natural gas (CNG), liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) or through construction of a bypass pipeline.  The equipment required varies 

by the volume consumed by each customer.  SDG&E’s Distribution Region Engineering 

organization, along with SoCalGas’ Gas Control & System Planning organization, evaluated the 

pipeline and identified the customers that would require isolation and alternate gas supply 

during replacement/hydrotesting activities.  After analyzing the needs of and potential service 

impacts to customers, SDG&E and SoCalGas identified the equipment required to maintain 

service during construction.  The types of equipment identified include CNG pods, medium and 

large CNG trucks and bypass installations.  Isolation of customers is accomplished using stopples 

and temporary and permanent bypasses.  The estimates presented in this Plan include estimated 

costs for a hook-up at each site and a temporary alternative gas supply cost, based on the type 

of equipment required. 
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G. Compliance with Applicable Regulations and Industry/Company Standards 

All testing or replacement projects implemented under this Plan will be subject to robust 

guidelines and oversight to comply with SDG&E and SoCalGas’ internal standards and applicable 

laws and regulations.  These applicable regulations include the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 

49, Part 192, (49 CFR 192), which provides requirements for Materials (Subpart B), Pipe Design 

(Subpart C), Design of Pipeline Components (Subpart D), Welding of Steel in Pipelines (Subpart 

E), General Construction Requirements for Transmission Lines and Mains (Subpart G), and Test 

Requirements (Subpart J).  In addition to its specific requirements, the Federal Code also 

“incorporates by reference” the requirements of industry standards such as the American 

Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME), American National Standards Institute (ANSI), 

American Petroleum Institute (API) and American Society for Testing and Materials (ASMT).  

These industry standards provide methodologies and calculations for more specific and technical 

requirements addressed in the code.  In addition, Commission GO 112-F provides additional 

requirements with respect to the design, construction, testing, maintenance, and operation of 

utility gas gathering, transmission and distribution piping systems. 

SDG&E and SoCalGas’ internal standards have been developed to address applicable laws 

and regulations and contain references to the regulations that are addressed.  These internal 

standards are reviewed both on a periodic basis and ad-hoc basis as regulations are changed and 

updated.  For each project, internal standards and practices are employed to govern the design 

analysis, materials purchased, and construction practices. 

SDG&E and SoCalGas’ Gas Standards are driven by a dual objective: complying with 

applicable laws and regulations and promoting safety and operational efficiency.  The Gas 
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Standards are the policies and documents that demonstrate compliance with applicable state 

and federal requirements.  The Commission’s SED regularly reviews the natural gas transmission 

and distribution functions for each utility providing natural gas in the state.  The Commission 

compares the functions of transmission and distribution with requirements set forth in GO 112-F 

as well as federal standards.  Through these reviews, SED is able to evaluate and provide input 

on the sufficiency of the Gas Standards in complying with GO 112-F and the referenced 

provisions of Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR). 

Additionally, the Gas Standards are regularly reviewed and updated by SDG&E and 

SoCalGas personnel and contractors13 to promote both compliance with laws and regulations 

and to reflect industry standards and SDG&E and SoCalGas’ best practices.14  These Gas 

Standards form the foundation for SDG&E and SoCalGas’ PSEP standards and practices. 

The Plan will, at a minimum, meet applicable federal and state safety regulations, rules, 

and requirements by complying with applicable SDG&E and SoCalGas Gas Standards, and will, in 

many cases, exceed these requirements.  SDG&E and SoCalGas’ Gas Standards comprise the 

policy and procedures that govern the design, construction, operations, and maintenance of the 

Transmission and Distribution systems and are based on the relevant regulatory codes and 

ordinances.  Although the Gas Standards themselves may exceed federal and state safety 

 
13 For example, when PSEP was first initiated, PSEP contractors reviewed policies, procedures, technical 

specifications and work instructions.  This review was done to incorporate, where possible, 
improvements and content enhancements.  

14 When unique situations require additional Gas Engineering guidance, PSEP seeks out the assigned 
Gas Standard “owner” for solutions.  A gas standard owner is the subject matter expert responsible 
for updating standards for compliance with applicable codes.  For example, when situations require 
an exception to an applicable Gas Standard, the appropriate Gas Standard owner is consulted and, if 
the exception is an acceptable accommodation, the Gas Standard owner documents his/her 
approval.  
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regulations, rules, and requirements, for this Plan, SDG&E and SoCalGas identify additional areas 

where they propose to exceed federal and state safety regulations, rules, and requirements.  

Section D of the Appendix provides a summary of where the execution of the proposed Plan is 

anticipated to exceed applicable state and federal safety regulations, rules, and requirements, 

including those set forth in GO 112-F, CFR Parts 191 and 192, and the California Occupational 

Safety and Health Act (Cal/OSHA).  

In addition to the summary provided in Section D of the Appendix, SDG&E and SoCalGas 

provide the following supplemental explanation regarding the applicable Code15 requirements 

the proposed Plan is anticipated to meet or exceed. 

1. SDG&E and SoCalGas Design Standards and Practices 

SDG&E and SoCalGas’ design standards and practices address materials to be used and 

proper design in accordance with GO 112-F and applicable federal laws and regulations.  These 

design standards and practices enable: (1) development of specific engineering requirements for 

materials used in strength test or replacement projects; (2) preparation of designs that comply 

with applicable laws, permits, SDG&E/SoCalGas, and industry standards; (3) utilization of 

applicable engineering and design standards developed for strength testing or replacement 

projects; and (4) implementation of consistent design and material requirements for the various 

engineering design firms contracted to assist with design development.  While many industry 

 
15 As used in this Plan, “Code” refers to 49 CFR Part 192, which governs nearly all aspects of 

the design, inspection, and testing of a pipeline and its appurtenances. 
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that decreasing the pressure from the spike pressure results in at least a 5% reduction for the 

entire pipe section.  Exceptions to spike testing requirements must be approved by 

SDG&E/SoCalGas Pipeline Engineering.  Spike testing is not recommended when the spike would 

exceed the actual or likely mill test pressure, and elevation changes require a significant number 

of additional spike test sections. 

3. Maximum Test Pressure 

For those portions of existing Line 1600 that are proposed to be hydrotested, SDG&E and 

SoCalGas plan to test the existing line to at least 1.5 times its desired MAOP of 640 psig.  This 

equates to a minimum test pressure of 960 psig.  In order to safely test the existing line, SDG&E 

and SoCalGas will not exceed 90% of the SMYS of the pipe, by dividing Line 1600 into multiple 

test sections to address elevation changes that otherwise can significantly increase test 

pressures at low points.  Based on preliminary engineering, SDG&E and SoCalGas anticipate the 

maximum test pressure that existing sections of Line 1600 will experience will be 1,459 psig, or 

89.8% of SMYS, in the Rice Canyon section, which has the highest elevation change.  Table 5 

below summarizes the characteristics of each of the sections of existing pipe planned for 

hydrotest, including the maximum test pressure at the lowest elevation. 
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5. Construction Standards and Practices 

Construction is subject to extensive standards, practices, and guidelines.  First, SDG&E 

and SoCalGas enforce guidelines on how contractors are qualified to work on the system.17  

Contractors are not permitted to commence working on the SDG&E/SoCalGas system until they 

have demonstrated compliance with applicable requirements and Gas Standards and 

demonstrated appropriate financial and insurance capabilities. 

In addition to these threshold requirements to begin work, SDG&E and SoCalGas 

implement comprehensive standards that address, among other areas, excavation, coating 

application and inspection, welding, welding inspection, trenching, cover, and pressure testing. 

Prior to starting work, as a part of the agreement with the contractor, contractors are provided 

an index of standards, practices, guidelines, and requirements; as applicable, contractors are 

provided updates when issued.  SDG&E and SoCalGas monitor and document compliance with 

applicable standards, laws, and requirements. 

Direct management of the project construction activities is the responsibility of SDG&E 

and SoCalGas’ Construction Management organization.  The organization is structured to provide 

oversight and monitor whether construction is meeting quality standards in a safe construction 

 
17 Contractors are thoroughly vetted and must, among other requirements:  have a record of job and 

safety performance; demonstrate approved production and technical equipment and facilities; 
demonstrate approved Operator Qualification program, as required by 49 CFR 192.801 through 
192.809; demonstrate an  adequate quality assurance and safety program; have a Department of 
Transportation (DOT)-and Company-approved Alcohol & Drug Testing Program in accordance with 
the DOT CFR, Title 49, Part 40 and Part 199 regulated by the Pipeline & Hazardous Materials Safety 
Administration (PHMSA) or Part 382 if contractor’s employees perform commercial motor vehicle 
driver functions regulated under the DOT Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s (FMCSA) Part 
382; demonstrate the contractor is meeting State and Federal requirements for the installation and 
construction of natural gas pipelines (49 CFR 190, 191, 192) Cal Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA) or any other state requirements; and maintain a California Contractors State 
License. 
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environment at an economical total cost.  The organization also provides extensive oversight 

with respect to safety, environmental protection, site security, construction contract 

management and administration, planning, scheduling, progress control, cost control, inspection, 

job site material and logistics management and job site customer interface management.  For 

example, during construction, inspection reports are generated to detail the work, photograph 

aspects of the work, and document the standards applicable to the work performed during the 

day (as well as compliance with those standards).  Company employees, as well as third party 

inspection service providers, verify compliance with standards. 

In addition, an assigned Project Manager and other key members of the Project 

Management Team assist the Construction Management team and provide management and 

project support, particularly with respect to engineering, constructability, procurement follow-

up, inspection/expediting of purchased equipment and materials, and other specialized services 

as may be required to support construction.  While each construction activity is subject to 

extensive guidelines, standards, and requirements, welding in particular is discussed in greater 

detail below. 

6. Welding and Welding Inspection  

SDG&E and SoCalGas adhere to applicable laws, regulations, and Gas Standards for 

welder qualification and re-qualification.  As such, SDG&E and SoCalGas qualify and re-qualify 

company and contractor welders in accordance with Title 49 of the Code of Federal 

Regulations.18 

 
18 49 CFR Parts 192.227 Qualification of welders, and 192.229 Limitations of welders. 
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SDG&E and SoCalGas prepare a Welder Qualification Test Report when a welder is 

qualified, maintain a list of qualified personnel, and conduct destructive testing on steel weld 

samples submitted by welders in accordance with 49 CFR 192 and API 1104 (revision 

incorporated by reference in 49 CFR Part 192).  Subsequently, welders must regularly be 

requalified.  Qualification compliance is monitored by requiring welders to carry proof of 

certification and verifying their qualifications when performing welding or joining operations. 

To provide further oversight, welding inspections are performed by qualified welding 

inspectors and each weld undergoes non-destructive examination (NDE).19  Inspection of a weld 

takes multiple forms.  First, the welding inspector performs quality checks prior to and during the 

welding process.  Second, the welding inspector performs a visual inspection of the weld.  Finally, 

an NDE technician inspector performs non-destructive testing, such as radiographic or ultrasonic 

inspection.  Company and contract personnel performing non-destructive testing are certified 

according to API-1104 and ASNT-SNT-TC-1A and provide, upon request, a current certification 

record demonstrating qualification for Task 1.25-0601 – Radiography Examination –  49 CFR 

192.243 Nondestructive Examination. 

 

 

 
19 Qualified inspectors must demonstrate knowledge and understanding of high pressure steel pipeline 

materials and components; be CWI (Certified Welding Inspector), CPWI (Certified Pipeline Welding 
Inspector) or an equivalent certification or training deemed acceptable; demonstrated experience 
and knowledge in API Standard 1104; have NDT (non-destructive testing) experience and or 
certification preferred for RT (radiographic) and PT (penetrant) inspections; passing required PSEP 
operator qualification (OQ) Covered Common Tasks (CCTs); be qualified to perform visual weld 
inspection in accordance with the recommendation of ASNT or any recognized certification program 
that is acceptable to the Company; and qualified under task 0811 to perform Visual Inspection of 
Welding and Welds.  
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7. Steel Pipeline Materials (49 CFR 192.55) 

SDG&E and SoCalGas utilize greater pipe base metal and pipe toughness than required by 

API5L.  API5L requires the steel pipe to have a minimum average (from a set of three specimens) 

absorbed energy for each heat based on full-size transverse specimens to 20 ft-lbs.  SDG&E and 

SoCalGas exceed this requirement by applying a Charpy energy equation which calculates a value 

greater than 29 ft-lbs.  By exceeding the API5L requirements, the proposed Plan is designed to 

provide greater resistance to propagating cracks and increases the pipe’s resistance to third 

party damage. 

8. Steel Pipe Design Factors (49 CFR 192.111) 

The design factor of a pipe section establishes the safety margin against pipe yielding 

from its internal pressure.20  For example, a pipeline in a Class 3 location is required to have a 

design factor of 0.5 or lower.  This limits the maximum pressure in a pipe section to half of its 

yield pressure, which is equivalent to having a safety factor of 2, based on yield.  Table 7 below 

summarizes the code requirements for design factors based on the class location of a pipe 

section. 

 
20 For clarity, the term “yielding” does not mean the pipe ruptures but rather refers to permanent 

deformation. Pipe has additional strength beyond its yield point. 
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already exceed Code requirements.21  All new Main Line Valves (MLVs) installed pursuant to this 

Plan will have capabilities for remote operation by SDG&E and SoCalGas’ Gas Control Center 

and/or automatic closure without operator intervention in the event of a significant failure. 

Further, valves on selected taps, crossovers and bridle assemblies will be equipped with remote 

control capabilities to support operation of the pipeline and prevention of back-flow of gas into 

any main pipeline section isolated to control an unplanned gas release.  MLVs will have actuators 

that reside above ground or will be installed below grade within a concrete vault.  The actuator 

will operate using gas pressure provided from the pipeline, supported by pneumatic and 

electronic controls.  The MLVs will be 16-inch, full-opening, to allow for the passage of internal 

inspection devices.  Each MLV location will have a blow down valve installed on each side of the 

MLV to allow for depressurization of either of the adjoining pipe sections.  The Plan calls for a 

maximum spacing between MLVs of five miles unless other constraints require spacing more 

than 5 miles apart.  In all locations, five-mile spacing meets or exceeds Code requirements, which 

specify maximum valve spacing of 20, 15, 8 and 5 miles for Class 1, Class 2, Class 3 and Class 4 

locations, respectively. The reduced valve spacing will enable a faster blow down time for all pipe 

sections than would be achieved if the less-stringent valve spacing requirements of the Code 

were followed. 

10. Inspection and Testing of Pipeline Welds (49 CFR 192.241) 

The Federal Code requires non-destructive testing for pipelines constructed in Class 1 and 

 
21 A.11-11-002, Amended Testimony of Southern California Gas Company and San Diego Gas & Electric 

Company in Support of Proposed Natural Gas Pipeline Safety Enhancement Plan, Chapter V, Proposed 
Valve Enhancement Plan, dated December 2, 2011, 
http://www.socalgas.com/regulatory/documents/r-11- 02-019/Amended%20Testimony-12.2.11.pdf. 
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Class 2 locations that are not in highway or railroad rights-of-way on 10% and 15% of welds, 

respectively. SDG&E and SoCalGas plan to exceed the requirement by performing non-

destructive testing of 100% of the welds and non-destructive examination by dye penetrant of 

branch connections for pipelines in these areas. 

11. Protection from Hazards (49 CFR 192.317)  

The pipeline route in this proposed Plan does not cross any active seismic faults.  Based 

on a preliminary assessment, the pipeline also does not traverse any potential landslide areas.  

Typical mitigation for potential landslides is to slightly reroute the pipeline away from potential 

landslide areas or to install the pipe at a depth below the slide plane of the landslide.  Should any 

landslides be discovered during detailed design, further site-specific geological investigation will 

be performed to select the appropriate mitigation method. 

12. Strength Test Requirements (49 CFR 192.505)  

The proposed Plan will traverse Class 1, Class 2, Class 3 and Class 4 locations.  The pipe 

material (16-inch diameter by 0.375-inch wall, Grade X52) to be used in replacement projects 

provides enhanced safety benefits as it satisfies the more rigorous requirements for Class 4 

locations.  As a result, the pipeline will have greater strength and safety margins than is required 

by the Code in Class 1, Class 2, and Class 3 areas.  

Another safety factor anticipated to be incorporated into the final design of each 

replacement project section is at the pressure testing phase.  Where practical, the new installed 

pipe is planned to be tested to more than 2.5 times the MAOP, which provides an additional 66% 

safety factor beyond even the more rigorous testing requirements for Class 3 and Class 4 

locations.  The pressure testing will also include a short duration pressure spike to provide an 
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additional factor of safety. 

13. Odorization of Natural Gas (49 CFR 192.625) 

All natural gas flowed through Line 1600 will be odorized.  Odorized gas enhances the 

ability to detect leaks.  

14. Patrolling of Line 1600 (49 CFR 192.705) 

Consistent with SDG&E and SoCalGas standards, where feasible, new 16-inch pipeline 

installed as part of the Plan will be equipped throughout its routing with an advanced right-of-

way intrusion detection/monitoring fiber optics system to provide early warning when digging, 

drilling, boring, cutting, compacting, or unplanned heavy vehicle operations by third parties pose 

a threat to pipeline integrity.  The system will also continuously monitor for ground movement 

and temperature gradients associated with an unplanned release of gas from the pipeline.  This 

fiber optics monitoring program is consistent with the company standard requiring new and 

replacement pipelines to be outfitted with fiber monitoring technology.  This requirement 

applies to pipelines that are being installed that are one mile or greater in length, 12 inches or 

greater in diameter, and operate above 20% SMYS.  Fiber optic cable will be installed during 

construction and will be coupled to a computer-based monitoring station for detection and 

alerting purposes.  The system of sensors is intended to allow for preemptive identification and 

mitigation of pipeline threats and enhance SDG&E and SoCalGas’ ability to manage pipeline risk. 

V. TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In evaluating the four alternatives considered during the preparation of this Plan, SDG&E 

and SoCalGas carefully considered the technical attributes and installation history of Line 1600, 
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along with the integrity assessment and operational and maintenance history of the line.  A 

summary of these technical considerations is provided in this section. 

A. Pipeline Attributes and Installation History  

Line 1600 was placed in service in 1949 and is primarily comprised of 16-inch diameter, 

0.250-inch wall, grade X52 pipe.  It is approximately 50 miles long, with 46.5 miles 

(approximately 93%) of the pipe comprised of 1949-vintage electric flash welded (EFW) pipeline 

sections, with a small percentage of electric resistance welded (ERW) pipe.  Additionally, 

approximately 33 miles (approximately 66% of the total length) of Line 1600 is located in HCAs, 

with significant residential and commercial development along the pipeline’s existing route.  Line 

1600 contains the largest mileage of flash welded pipeline within HCA in the combined 

SDG&E/SoCalGas Gas System.     

SDG&E and SoCalGas do not have documentation to demonstrate that Line 1600 was 

pressure tested when it was originally placed into service in 1949, and Line 1600 was 

grandfathered under federal pressure testing regulations adopted in 1970.22    

B. Line 1600 Vintage Pipe Material and Manufacturing Related Anomalies  

Line 1600 was originally constructed in 1949 with predominantly EFW pipe, and a small 

percentage of ERW pipe.  In February 2017, Kiefner and Associates, Inc. published a technical 

report (2017 Kiefner Report) which reviewed and analyzed risk factors to evaluate whether Line 

 
22 See D.11-06-017 at 5, n.3. 
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1600 may prudently be pressure tested and restored to full operating pressure.23  Some of the 

salient findings presented in the report are summarized below. 

The 2017 Kiefner Report explains that electric flash welding of long seams is an obsolete 

form of pipe manufacturing where the longitudinal edges of heat softened pipe are forced 

together to form a welded bond.  Excess extruded material is then trimmed away, forming the 

classic “box-like” appearance of a flash welded seam.  This process was only utilized by a single 

pipe manufacturer—A.O. Smith Corporation—and pipe production using flash welded seams was 

discontinued by 1969.  Process control, material chemistry, and manufacturing-related factors all 

contribute to EFW seam weld quality issues and related anomalies in such pipe. 

The A.O. Smith EFW pipe is associated with a number of well-documented integrity 

concerns including hook cracking, cold welds, non-metallic inclusions, susceptibility to selective 

seam corrosion, and a variety of other related issues.24  Among the types of anomalies listed 

above, hook cracks associated with the EFW seam welds have been observed on Line 1600. 

Hook cracks (also known as upturned fiber imperfections) take their name from the 

distinctive “J-shaped” flaw that results when metal separations in the steel skelp25 that are 

originally oriented parallel to the skelp surfaces are forced together, resulting in flow of the 

 
23 Rosenfeld, M.J., “Review of Risk Factors for Line 1600,” Kiefner Final Report to SDG&E, February 20, 

2017.  See also A.15-09-013, Supplemental Testimony of SDG&E and SoCalGas at Attachment C (2017 
Kiefner Report). 

24 J.F. Kiefner and E.B. Clark, History of Line Pipe Manufacturing in North America (1996 Kiefner Report), 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) CRTD-Vol. 43 (1996).  

25 Skelp is a strip of metal (such as wrought iron, steel) for making a hollow cylindrical piece or tube by 
bending it round longitudinally or helically and welding. 
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material toward either the inner or outer surface of the resultant weld.26  Additionally, selective 

seam corrosion - preferential metal loss that occurs at a weld bond line region or heat affected 

zone (HAZ) – remains a threat to the integrity of Line 1600.  This phenomenon is promoted by 

localized galvanic differences in the weld and surrounding material and, when exposed to a 

corrosive environment, results in the preferential attack of the weld area at an accelerated rate 

relative to the surrounding pipe material.27,28 

The 2017 Kiefner Report further explains that the vintage A.O. Smith flash welded pipe is 

known to have both hook cracks and low fracture control.  The objective of “fracture control” is 

to prevent leaks and ruptures caused by crack propagation initiated by an event, such as third-

party damage.  Fracture control has traditionally been categorized as “initiation control” and 

“propagation control.”  “Toughness” may be broadly defined as the ability of a material to 

absorb energy during fracture.  Sufficient toughness is an essential component of fracture 

control, as it increases the likelihood that a failure will be progressive, and not catastrophic. 

The 2017 Kiefner Report further states that A.O. Smith pipe installed in 1949 was not 

manufactured with fracture control in mind because the concept was not known at the time.  

While the pipe has good mechanical strength, its propagating fracture control properties do not 

meet modern criteria for gas transmission pipelines.  The implication of these inherent 

properties of Line 1600 is that at its current operating pressure, in the event of a failure on the 

sections of vintage pipeline that remain in service, particularly in the seam but potentially even 

 
26 J.F. Kiefner with the assistance of the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America (INGAA), 

Evaluating the Stability of Manufacturing and Construction Defects in Natural Gas Pipelines, 
Department of Transportation Final Report 05-12R) (2007 Kiefner Report), Table A-1 (Apr. 26, 2007). 

27 Id. at Table 3. 
28 1996 Kiefner Report, at 5-4. 
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in the pipe body, a failure could result in a rupture and propagating brittle fracture rather than a 

leak.  Although the inherent properties of Line 1600 vintage pipe do not render the line unsafe at 

current operating pressures, they do increase the vulnerability to certain integrity threats or 

increase the difficulty of defending against those threats.  Consequently, it is accurate to state 

that a vintage pipeline poses a higher risk to the public than a new pipeline, even when the 

vintage pipeline appears to be in a safe condition.   

The modern 16-inch diameter, 0.375-inch wall thickness Grade X52 pipe proposed as Line 

1600 replacement material will provide superior fracture control properties compared to the 

vintage A.O. Smith pipe material.  In addition, SDG&E and SoCalGas’ proposed wall thickness 

(0.375-inch) for the 16-inch replacement pipe will provide greatly improved resistance to 

mechanical excavation damage compared to the vintage pipe material (0.250-inch wall 

thickness), further enhancing the long-term safety of the pipeline.   

C. Integrity Monitoring and Operations & Maintenance Repair History of Line 1600 

Continual and active integrity monitoring is a key component of pipeline safety and will 

continue to be an important part of SDG&E and SoCalGas’ continued safe operation of Line 1600.  

Integrity monitoring of Line 1600 includes (but is not limited to) monitoring conditions such as 

selective seam corrosion, corrosion coincident with hook cracks, or other forms of interaction 

between threats such as third-party damage at otherwise stable defect locations. 

Since installation in 1949, a combined total of approximately two dozen repairs 

associated with routine operations and maintenance (O&M) activities have taken place on Line 

1600.  These repairs are representative of typical maintenance for a pipeline of this size and 

vintage, and do not significantly impact the integrity condition of the pipeline.  A review of the 
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repair and maintenance history is incorporated into the assessments conducted as part of 

SDG&E and SoCalGas’ Transmission Integrity Management Program (TIMP).   

D. Line 1600 Integrity Assessment History 

In accordance with 49 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) sections 192.921(a)(3) and 

192.937(c)(1), three TIMP-related assessments have been conducted on Line 1600: (1) an 

External Corrosion Direct Assessment (ECDA) in 2007; (2) a series of in-line inspections (also 

known as “smart pigging”) conducted from 2012-2015; and (3) a subsequent in-line inspection in 

2016. 

E. External Corrosion Direct Assessment 

The baseline ECDA of pipe sections within HCAs on Line 1600 was completed on February 

23, 2007.  Inspections were performed over approximately 20.7 miles, resulting in eleven 

examinations to investigate the likelihood of active external corrosion.  External corrosion and 

third-party damage were not observed during examinations of the excavated pipe and no repairs 

were required. 

F. In-Line Inspection Phases 

A TIMP assessment of Line 1600 was conducted utilizing a series of in-line inspections 

from December 2012 through December 2015.  All pipe sections between the launcher and 

receiver (i.e., both HCA and non-HCA sections) were inspected using axial magnetic flux leakage 

(AMFL), circumferential magnetic flux leakage (CMFL, also known as transverse field inspection 

or TFI), and geometry smart pigs.  AMFL technology is sensitive to volumetric flaws, such as 

metal loss caused by corrosion or third-party damage; CMFL technology is sensitive to some 
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anomalies were reported, and hook cracking was confirmed in all six locations.  Thirteen 

examinations were performed at locations where manufacturing-related metal loss was detected 

at the longitudinal seam:  hook cracking was confirmed at four locations, and hook cracking was 

determined to be likely at the remaining nine locations.  Where appropriate, anomalies 

associated with the pipe long seam and base metal flaw, as well as mechanical damage, were 

remediated through a combination of replacing sections of pipe, installing repair bands, or 

grinding out smaller base metal or workmanship flaws.  Findings from the direct examinations 

resulted in the following remediation activities: 

• Ten cylindrical replacements (totaling approximately 290 feet) to remediate30 a 
mechanical damage defect and mitigate31 140 flaws (approximately 77% were 
longitudinal seam weld and base metal flaws from the pipe manufacturing process), 

• 39 repair bands to remediate 17 defects due to both mechanical/third-party damage 
and 68 nearby flaws (approximately 87% were longitudinal seam weld and base metal 
flaws from the pipe manufacturing process), and 

• 84 repairs to mitigate workmanship and base metal flaws from the construction and 
manufacturing process. 

I. Existing State of Line 1600 

During 2016, SDG&E and SoCalGas completed an additional AMFL in-line inspection of 

Line 1600.  An inspection using CMFL technology was also initially planned, but in-line inspection 

vendors raised the concern that available CMFL tools were unlikely to successfully navigate Line 

1600 due to the presence of shorter radius elbows throughout the pipeline.  SDG&E and 

SoCalGas attempted to obtain the same CMFL tool that previously successfully inspected Line 

 
30 Remediate means an operation or procedure that transforms an unacceptable condition to an 

acceptable condition by eliminating the causal factors of a defect. 
31 Mitigate means the limitation or reduction of the probability of occurrence or expected consequence 

for a particular event. 
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1600; however, that tool had been decommissioned and permanently retired.  SDG&E and 

SoCalGas worked with the CMFL in-line inspection vendors and selected the tool thought to have 

the highest chance of successfully negotiating the geometry of Line 1600.  In November 2016, an 

attempt to run the selected tool was initiated but resulted in failure when the tool became 

lodged in the pipeline.  This resulted in a shutdown of a section of the line so the tool could be 

extracted.  To date, the inability to perform in-line inspections of Line 1600 using CMFL 

technology remains an outstanding concern.  Consistent with the Commission’s directives in 

D.11-06-017 and the statutory requirements of Public Utilities Code section 958, the scope of 

work identified in this Plan includes the work necessary to retrofit or replace shorter radius 

elbows and other legacy features in Line 1600 that prevent SDG&E and SoCalGas from using 

CMFL technology to complete in-line inspections of Line 1600.32      

Assessment data from both in-line inspection technologies demonstrate that for the 

remaining anomalies in Line 1600, adequate safety margins exist for operation at both its current 

MAOP of 512 psig and at its previous MAOP of 640 psig.  Under 49 CFR section 192.939(a), 

operators are required to establish a reassessment interval for each covered section and 

prescribes methods for determining an interval based upon the safety margins calculated for 

remaining flaws.  The maximum reassessment interval allowed under TIMP for any covered 

section is seven years, although findings may yield longer duration intervals as prescribed in 49 

CFR sections 192.939(1) through 192.939(3).  A covered section is assigned a maximum 

 
32 See D.11-06-017 at 32, Ordering Paragraph 8 (“The Implementation Plan must consider retrofitting 

pipeline to allow for in-line inspection tools. . . .”) and Cal. Pub. Util. Code § 958 (“At the completion of 
the implementation period, all California natural gas intrastate transmission line segments shall . . . 
[w]here warranted, be capable of accommodating in-line inspection devices.“). 
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reassessment interval when the remaining flaws are not expected to exceed acceptable safety 

limits prior to the next assessment.  Each integrity assessment of Line 1600 has resulted in a 

maximum reassessment interval of seven years.   

While Line 1600 is safe for service as it is being operated today, to continue operating the 

pipeline at a transmission service level, it must be pressure tested or replaced as part of PSEP.  

As the 2017 Kiefner Report concludes, “While there is no evidence that Line 1600 is unsafe, there 

is much that is unknowable about the line, including the ability of girth welds to withstand 

loadings from natural events, and features in the longitudinal seams.  Risk is proportional to 

what is unknown, at least in part.”33  Though the study specifically referred to the 36-inch 

diameter replacement pipeline proposed in A.15-09-013, the identified concerns pertaining to 

the operation of vintage pipe sections remain the same.  All new sections of modern pipe 

installed to replace legacy pipe sections will eliminate gaps in integrity data that contribute to 

risk.  As discussed in greater detail in this Plan, although replacement of the entirety of Line 1600 

may be a more cost effective investment in the long term, replacing portions of Line 1600 in 

HCAs and pressure testing portions of Line 1600 in non-HCAs is a reasonable approach to 

bringing Line 1600 into compliance with the Commission’s directives in D.11-06-017, D.14-06-

007, D.18-06-028, and Public Utilities Code section 958 as soon as practicable. 

  

 
33 2017 Kiefner Report at 2 and 31. 
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VI. ADDITIONAL PUBLIC SAFETY AND PROPERTY/ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
MEASURES 

A. Interim Safety Enhancement Measures 

SDG&E and SoCalGas have implemented several safety enhancement measures with 

respect to Line 1600 to increase the margin of safety and validate the integrity of the line 

pending completion of pressure testing or replacement activities under PSEP.  These interim 

safety measures include pressure reductions, in-line inspection assessments, and conducting 

instrumented leak surveys at greater frequencies. 

The historic MAOP of Line 1600 was 800 psig.  SDG&E and SoCalGas reduced the MAOP 

to 640 psig in 2011 and then again to 512 psig in July 2016.34  Lowering the MAOP of Line 1600 

to 31.5% of its specified minimum yield strength (SMYS) increases the margin of safety for Line 

1600, partially mitigating the integrity risks associated with the pipeline.   

In addition to the second pressure reduction noted above, in Resolution SED-1 dated 

August 18, 2016 (Resolution), the Commission directed SDG&E and SoCalGas to perform several 

interim safety measures on Line 1600.  In compliance with the Resolution, the following actions 

were or are being taken to enhance the safety of Line 1600 until implementation of the Plan is 

complete: 

• During July 2016, the operating pressure was reduced with maximum limits set not to 
exceed 512 psig. 

 
34 In July 2011, the Utilities voluntarily reduced the MAOP of Line 1600 to 640 psig in response to the 

safety recommendations issued by the National Transportation Safety Board on January 3, 2011.  See 
R.11-02-019 Report of Southern California Gas Company (U 904 G) and San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company (U 902 G) on Actions Taken in Response to the National Transportation Safety Board Safety 
Recommendations (April 15, 2011).  On July 8, 2016, the Commission’s Executive Director ordered the 
Utilities to reduce the MAOP of Line 1600 further to 512 psig.  This was ratified in Commission 
Resolution SED-1. 
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• An additional in-line inspection was performed in 2016 using an axial magnetic flux 
leakage tool, with the exception of the Lake Hodges crossing, which had just recently 
been inspected in 2015.   

• Replaced the section at Engineering Section 17-31.  

• Performing bi-monthly instrumented leak surveys. 

In summary, in-line inspection-related repairs coupled with the reduced operating 

pressure on Line 1600 have already created a significant safety margin to allow the line to 

continue to operate at its current capacity until replacement and pressure testing can be 

completed in association with the Plan outlined in this document. 

B. List of Structures Abutting or Within Existing Line 1600 Easement 

As part of developing the Plan, and in conformance with D.18-06-028, SDG&E and 

SoCalGas performed an analysis to identify structures that abut or encroach within the existing 

rights-of-way (ROW) for Line 1600.  In D.18-06-028 (at 92), the Commission orders SDG&E and 

SoCalGas to: 

[P]rovide a detailed summary of existing physical commercial and 
residential structures that directly abut the edge of the easement (and any 
possible encroachments that lie within the easement) on Line 1600, 
including GPS coordinates.  Based on this analysis, Applicants shall also 
identify proposed rerouting of the line in specific sections and/or removal 
or moving of specific physical structures, known at this time, due to safety 
compliance reasons. 

SDG&E and SoCalGas continuously monitor the rights-of-way of transmission pipelines, 

including Line 1600, to identify surface conditions on or adjacent to pipeline ROWs, construction 

activity, encroachments and other factors that could impact the safety and operation of 

transmission pipelines.  Commission GO 112-F, section 143.5, Encroachments, establishes the 

following requirements for natural gas pipeline operators in California: 
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With the exception of gas pipeline facilities related to installations in gas 
meter rooms or other specially designed indoor locations where an outdoor 
meter installation is not possible or practical, a utility transporting LNG, 
natural gas or other gas shall not construct any part of a LNG, natural gas or 
other gas pipeline system under a building.  In addition, the utility shall not 
allow a building or other encroachments to be constructed on to its pipeline 
right-of-way that would hinder maintenance activities on the pipeline or 
cause a lengthy delay in accessing its pipeline facilities during an emergency. 
If the utility finds a building or other encroachment built over a pipeline 
facility after the effective date of this section, then the utility may require 
the party causing the encroachment to remove the building or other 
encroachment from over the pipeline facility or to reimburse the utility for 
its costs associated with relocating the pipeline system.35 

In preparing this Plan, SDG&E and SoCalGas conducted a detailed assessment of the Line 

1600 ROWs and adjacent structures to compile the information required to be included in the 

Plan under D.18-06-028.  This assessment confirms there are no known encroachments on Line 

1600 that would hinder maintenance activities on the pipeline or cause a lengthy delay in 

accessing Line 1600 during an emergency. 

While the width of the existing Line 1600 varies in some locations, the existing Line 1600 

ROW is predominantly 20 feet wide, with the pipeline generally located along the center of the 

easement.  For the purposes of preparing the analysis required under D.18-06-028, SDG&E and 

SoCalGas identify all structures located within fifteen feet of the pipeline.  As described in 

greater detail below, SDG&E and SoCalGas completed this assessment by analyzing geospatial 

data and conducting confirmatory field investigations to physically locate the pipeline relative to 

adjacent structures at identified locations.   

 
35 Consistent with the requirements of GO 112-F, the majority of the easements for Line 1600 contain a 

provision that precludes landowners from constructing “any building or other structure within 15 feet 
of any pipe, or plant any trees over said pipe, or drill or dig any well in a location which would 
jeopardize the safe use and operation of said pipe lines.”  
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The first step in SDG&E and SoCalGas’ process was to analyze available information to 

identify commercial and residential structures near the pipeline.  SDG&E and SoCalGas used the 

centerline geometry of Line 1600, which is based upon finalized construction completion 

drawings dimensioned from property boundaries and other land reference points and validated 

with inertial measurement unit (IMU) results obtained during inline inspection of the 

pipeline.  The source data related to the location of nearby structures is based upon structure 

geometry that has been digitized as a polygon from orthorectified aerial imagery that is obtained 

annually through custom flight(s).  During this first step, to screen for structures near the 

pipeline, a conservative buffer of 30 feet was created from the mapped centerline of the 

pipeline.  This screening process identified 250 mapped locations of interest potentially falling 

within the 30-foot screening buffer.   

Next, these locations were further investigated in the field by SDG&E Pipeline Locators 

who reviewed the sites and marked out and measured the pipeline location relative to the 

identified sites.  Of the 250 identified locations, 216 were confirmed to be located more than 15 

feet from the pipeline or of permissible use, such as open space, softball fields, etc.  As such, 

those 216 locations were cleared as not warranting further investigation.  SDG&E and SoCalGas 

identified 34 remaining locations where structures reside within 15 feet from the pipeline.  Of 

these, SDG&E and SoCalGas identified no structures built over the pipeline or in a location that 

would hinder maintenance activities on the pipeline or cause a lengthy delay in accessing Line 

1600 during an emergency. 

A summary of these 34 locations is presented in Table 10 below along with GPS points, as 

required in D.18-06-028.  Under the proposed Plan outlined in this document, at any locations 
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VII. PROPOSED PLAN PRELIMINARY COST FORECAST AND ESTIMATING METHODOLOGY 

SDG&E and SoCalGas prepared preliminary estimates for each of the design alternatives 

considered in the preparation of this Plan, in accordance with the Commission’s directive in 

D.18-06-028 to “include best available expense and capital cost projections for each prioritized 

segment and each test year.”36   The preliminary cost estimates presented in this Plan were 

prepared by a dedicated PSEP cost estimating team37 using the methodology refined by the 

team over time to estimate in-service pipeline pressure test and replacement projects.  Since 

first implementing PSEP over six years ago, SDG&E and SoCalGas have continued to enhance 

estimate accuracy by incorporating actual costs and activity timelines encountered.  These 

continuous improvement enhancements have resulted in a more robust estimating tool and 

process that incorporates the input of subject matter experts. These subject matter experts 

apply their respective expertise and professional experience to provide estimate assumptions 

for their respective areas, which then form the basis of each estimate. 

SDG&E and SoCalGas assessed the project parameters, conducted site visits to 

determine feasibility of construction within existing rights-of-way and relocation routes, 

developed preliminary designs and reviewed maps, and analyzed environmental restrictions 

and workspaces.  The project cost estimates consider project execution, engineering design, 

and construction considerations, as further described below.  As described in greater detail 

below, the cost estimates for the alternatives presented in this Plan utilized subject matter 

expertise and professional experience to develop the assumptions that form the basis of each 

 
36 D.18-06-028 at 91. 
37 In 2015, SDG&E and SoCalGas formed a dedicated estimating department to increase focus on the 

quality and accuracy of estimates.  
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B. Planning and Engineering Design 

For the purpose of developing the pressure test estimates in this Plan, SDG&E and 

SoCalGas undertook the following work: 

• Assessment and confirmation of project parameters; 

• Site visits; 

• Review of feature studies; 

• Coordination with SoCalGas/SDG&E Gas Engineering and Pipeline Integrity groups to identify 
repairs/cut-outs for anomalies and in-line inspection compatibility; 

• Development of a pipeline profile using ground elevation data for hydrotest planning 
purposes; 

• Determination of maximum and minimum allowable test pressures, and corresponding 
sectioning of the pipeline into test sections; 

• Development of a high-level preliminary routing and design for each section; 

• Desktop environmental review of routing options to identify potential environmental 
constraints and permits; 

• Analysis of seasonal restrictions; and 

• Determination of additional valve locations, as required. 

C. Development of the Project Cost Estimate 

As part of the scope definition process described above, subject matter experts 

representing key areas of the project planning process have contributed to the estimate 

development. 

In alignment with the Association for the Advancement of Cost Engineering (AACE) 

Recommended Practice 17R-97, the cost estimate for the various options in this Plan were 

developed under a Class 4 estimate classification.  Class 4 estimates are generally prepared 

based on limited information and subsequently have fairly wide accuracy ranges.  They are 
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typically used for project screening, determination of feasibility, concept evaluation, and 

preliminary budget approval.  Typically, engineering is from 1% to 15% complete, and would 

comprise at a minimum the following: plant capacity, block schematics, indicated layout, 

process flow diagrams (PFDs) for main process systems, and preliminary engineered process 

and utility equipment lists.  In the case of this estimate, the preliminary layout was provided in 

order to develop quantities and assumptions for construction with support for the project team 

and construction SMEs. 

Class 4 estimates generally use factored estimating methods such as gross unit 

costs/ratios and other parametric and modeling techniques.  In the case of this estimate, a 

combination of gross unit costs and parametric estimating methods were utilized.  Based upon 

the scope and quantities presented, the estimating department developed construction costs 

for each key quantity unit.  For each option, the quantities were updated to account for high 

level items with very limited knowledge of the geotechnical conditions, detailed/specific 

routing, permit or traffic restrictions.   

Typical accuracy ranges for Class 4 estimates are -15% to -30% on the low side, and 

+20% to +50% on the high side, depending on the technological complexity of the project, 

appropriate reference information, and other risks (after inclusion of an appropriate 

contingency determination, consistent with industry standard).  Ranges could exceed those 

shown if there are unusual risks. 

D. Project Execution 

Project Execution subject matter experts provide the following in support of estimate 

development: 
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• For replacement projects, analysis of alternatives to replacement (e.g., abandonment, 
de-rating the line, and non-destructive examination for short sections); 

• Validation of appropriate replacement diameter; 

• Identification of taps and laterals within pressure test or replacement sections; 

• Assessment of potential system and customer impacts and development of mitigation 
strategies; 

• Identification of pipeline features to be cut out prior to a pressure test (e.g., pipeline 
anomalies, non-piggable features, and obsolete appurtenances); 

• Identification of potential valve additions; 

• Review and approval of scope of work; and 

• Review and approval of project-specific pressure test procedures, when applicable. 

E. Engineering Design 

Engineering Design consists of performing the planning and engineering design work 

necessary to provide a scope of work with sufficient detail to develop more robust project 

cost estimates.  The scope of work is intended to facilitate the proximation of all identifiable 

cost components up to, and including, the completion of construction and close-out.  The 

typical planning and engineering design scope includes the following considerations: 

• Assessment and validation of project extent/parameters; 

• Physical visit to job site to gain familiarity with the area; 

• Development of preliminary design for each work site; 

• Development of pipeline profile; 

• Identification of pressure test sections based on the minimum and maximum 
allowable test pressures in order to achieve required test pressures; and 

• Identification of any special pipeline crossings for replacement projects (e.g., 
waterways, railroads, freeways, etc.). 
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F. Environmental 

Environmental subject matter experts conduct a desktop review of the route options, identify 

potential environmental permits and provide estimated costs for the following items in support of 

estimate development: 

• Environmental Services (consultant support for planning, permitting, field surveys, 
construction and closeout); 

• Abatement of potential asbestos containing material and lead paint, as applicable;  

• Water treatment, waste management and disposal costs, as applicable; 

• Potential permit fees; and 

• Potential mitigation fees. 

G. Construction 

The forecast of construction costs incorporates input from SDG&E and SoCalGas subject 

matter experts and impacted organizations including the following elements: 

• Input from contractors with construction expertise; 

• Field walk with all parties to capitalize on combined expertise for assessment of 
constructability issues; and 

• Review of engineering design package to determine construction assumptions. 

H. Land Services 

Land Services provides the following in support of estimate development: 

• Determination of applicable municipal permit requirements and associated costs; 

• Identification of potential laydown/staging yards required for individual projects, and 
subsequent communication with land owners as required to determine availability; 
and 

• Development of cost estimates associated with laydown yards, temporary 
construction easements, grants of easement, appraisals, title reports, etc. 
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I. Compressed Natural Gas/Liquefied Natural Gas (CNG/LNG) Team 

The CNG/LNG Team provides the following in support of estimate development: 

• Provision of analyses on impacted customer natural gas loads to determine optimal 
process for keeping customers online; and 

• Development of cost estimates for the provision of CNG/LNG. 

J. Supply Management 

To assist in developing cost estimates, Supply Management provides material and 

logistics-related cost estimates based on a preliminary bill of material developed by the 

Project Team. 

K. Estimating 

Upon receipt of input from the above subject matter experts, a comprehensive estimate 

is developed incorporating the various teams’ analyses.  The estimating team works with the 

subject matter experts to identify potential risks and their potential for occurrence.  The results 

are factored into the project cost estimate. 

VIII. ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS  

 Overview 

As part of developing the Line 1600 Test or Replacement Plan, SDG&E and SoCalGas 

considered four alternative designs.  The alternative designs were evaluated consistent with the 

requirements set forth in D.18-06-028 and the overarching objectives of SDG&E and SoCalGas’ 

PSEP to: (1) comply with the Commission’s directives; (2) enhance public safety; (3) minimize 

customer impacts; and (4) maximize the cost effectiveness of safety investments.  Engineering 

factors associated with the unique characteristics of existing Line 1600 were also central to the 

evaluation.  The alternative designs that were considered but not selected include: 
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• Full hydrostatic strength testing (hydrotesting) of the entire length of Line 1600.  
Referenced as Line 1600 Full Hydrotest Alternative, or “Full Hydrotest.” 

• Full replacement of all vintage sections of Line 1600 in existing streets near Line 1600, 
with a derate of existing Line 1600 in the north.  Includes a pressure reduction of 
existing Line 1600 in the north to distribution pressure.  Referenced as Line 1600 Full 
Replacement Alternative A – Nearby Streets, or “Full Replacement Nearby Streets.” 

• Full replacement of all vintage sections of Line 1600 using Old Highway 395 in the 
north and nearby streets in the south.  Includes a pressure reduction of existing Line 
1600 in the north to distribution pressure.  Referenced as Line 1600 Full Replacement 
Alternative B – Hwy 395 North, Nearby Streets South, or “Full Replacement Hwy 395.” 

Information regarding these three alternative designs is presented below. 

B. Full Hydrotest Alternative 

As required under D.18-06-028, SDG&E and SoCalGas considered performing a full 

hydrostatic test of the entire approximately 50-mile length of Line 1600 as one design 

alternative.  A map of the scope of work associated with the Full Hydrotest alternative design is 

presented below in Figure 4.  In evaluating this alternative, SDG&E and SoCalGas considered the 

technical aspects of how the entirety of Line 1600 could be hydrotested.  The evaluation also 

considered gas supply to local distribution customers during testing of individual pipeline 

segments of Line 1600 that is necessary to minimize customer impacts. 

The preliminary loaded and escalated cost estimate of the Full Hydrotest alternative 

based on high level scoping of this work is approximately $325 million.  Of the total estimated 

loaded and escalated cost, SDG&E and SoCalGas anticipate recording approximately $92 million 

as a capital expense and approximately $233 million as an operating expense.  SDG&E and 

SoCalGas developed a project schedule that factors in time for detailed planning, engineering, 

and permitting activities, as well as time for construction and testing.  This conceptual schedule 
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is presented below in Figure 5.  A corresponding annual spending forecast is presented in Tables 

12a and 12b. 

Figure 4: Full Hydrotest Alternative 
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Figure 5: Preliminary Schedule Full Hydrotest Alternative 

 

Hydrotesting the entirety of Line 1600 presents numerous challenges.  Line 1600 supplies 

gas to approximately 150,000 gas meters, many of which have no alternative supply source if 

Line 1600 is out of service.  There are 62 connections on the line that currently provide service to 

major communities as well as individual customers, including the military, electric generation, 

and large industrial customers. 

To hydrotest Line 1600, 22 separate tests would need to be performed.  The 22 test 

sections are needed to account for elevation changes and to minimize interruption of service to 

customers.  In addition, the scope and schedule needed to account for the high natural gas 

demands experienced during the summer months due to electric generation prohibit testing of 

the northern section during that time period.  In order to maintain natural gas service during 

hydrotesting, a combination of various activities will be needed and include back feeding Line 

1600, providing temporary supplies via CNG trailers or NG bottles, LNG supplies, or building 

bypass pipelines.  Adequate work space must be secured for test equipment including test 
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heads, pumps and water storage tanks.  As part of the commitment to make Line 1600 fully 

piggable, preparation of a test section includes the removal of wrinkle bends, shorter radius 

bends and elbows, pressure control fittings, and other features that prevent the performance of 

in-line-inspections to assess the integrity of the legacy pipeline using commercially available 

CMFL (long seam) smart pigging tools. 

Test segments were designed according to elevation restrictions, valve sites, large taps, 

and accessibility/workspace.  The tests range from approximately 2,800 feet to 7.5 miles in 

length, with the average being approximately two miles.  The pipeline would be sectionalized at 

each large tap or valve using either stopples or the main line block valve and installing temporary 

bypass lines to serve the large customers or major distribution feeder lines. 

Since testing requires a flow path from either the north or the south, only one test can be 

conducted at a time.  It is assumed all test water would be filtered and properly disposed of at 

the end of each test.  Each test segment would take approximately four to six weeks to conduct 

and assumes a separate construction crew would install bypasses concurrently with the 

hydrotesting effort.  Some segments may take longer depending on the specific scope of work on 

that particular section and permit conditions.  If a section of pipe fails the hydrotest, the leak will 

need to be located, repairs made, and a new test initiated.  This could extend the schedule and 

result in additional costs. 

This alternative design contemplates strength-testing by hydrotest with a minimum test 

pressure of 960 psig, which is 1.5 times the most recent historical MAOP of 640 psig.  This 

minimum test pressure of 960 psi would be held continuously for at least eight hours.  A spike 

test is also included with each test, raising the pressure approximately 5% for one-half hour at 
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passes the hydrotest.  Pressure testing the existing Line 1600 pipeline does not reduce the 

rupture risk from future mechanical damage, remove sub-critical flaws that may grow or interact 

with other threats, improve the pipe material’s resistance to rupture, or ensure that Line 1600 

will remain in transmission service in the future.  As such, SDG&E and SoCalGas concluded that 

the most prudent choice with respect to providing long term safety, reliability and operational 

benefits is to replace the HCA portions of this legacy pipe.  Therefore, the Full Hydrotest 

alternative design is not proposed by SDG&E and SoCalGas. 

C. Full Replacement in Nearby Streets Alternative 

SDG&E and SoCalGas also considered performing a full replacement of Line 1600 re-

routed in roads and streets near the existing Line 1600.  A map of the scope of work associated 

with the Full Replacement in Nearby Streets alternative design is presented below in Figure 6.  

The scope of work South of Escondido is identical under the Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA, 

Full Replacement in Nearby Streets and Full Replacement Along Highway 395 alternatives.  

Because the scope of work South of Escondido is already described above as part of the 

proposed Plan, this discussion focuses on the scope of work north of Escondido, specifically, the 

installation of new pipe north of the intersection of Line 1600 and Line 1601,  

.  This alternative offers the advantage that all 1949-vintage A.O. Smith pipe would be 

removed from transmission service in both HCAs and non-HCAs, thereby increasing the margin 

of safety and long-term reliability of the entire pipeline for the benefit of customers.  This also 

provides the opportunity to restore the MAOP of Line 1600 to 800 psig, which matches that of 

the other transmission pipelines it will interconnect with and would allow Line 1600 to provide 

greater benefit in the event of an outage or pressure reduction on Line 3010.  SDG&E and 
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SoCalGas’ plan would be to operate so as not to exceed the capacity requirement of the 

Commission Decision, even though the line would be constructed and tested to allow for the 

potential to operate at an MAOP of 800 psig. 

This alternative includes a pressure reduction and conversion of the old Line 1600 to 60 

psig distribution pressure from Rainbow Station in the north to the intersection with Line 1601 in 

, thereby eliminating the need for installation of long runs of 

smaller diameter pipe between the new Line 1600 and the existing old Line 1600. 

The Full Replacement in Nearby Streets route requires approximately 56 miles of 16-inch 

pipeline, as follows: 

- Install 25 miles of 16-inch diameter pipe from Rainbow Station to Line 1601. 

- Install 31 miles of 16-inch diameter pipe from Line 1601 to Mission Station. 

The route involves installation along several narrow, winding, and rocky San Diego 

County roads, including Rainbow, Rice Canyon, Couser Canyon, Lilac, and Valley Center Roads.  

The southern terminus of this route is within the jurisdiction of the City of Escondido, with pipe 

installation in relatively high-traffic volume city streets.  A minimum of three (3) jack-and-bore38 

installations and two (2) horizontal directional drill installations39 would be required.  Due to the 

narrow county roads with widespread potential for rock in the trench line, construction experts 

anticipate some of the lowest rates of production along these roads, which is expected to 

 
38 Jack-and-bore is a form of installation that enables construction crews to drill a horizontal hole 

underground between two points without disturbing the surface between the sending and receiving 
excavation pits.  This method of drilling is costlier than a standard open trench method, and may be 
necessary to address anticipated site conditions, such as adjacent facilities, and/or permitting 
requirements.  

39 Horizontal Directional Drilling is a trenchless method of construction.  Like jack-and-bore, this 
construction method is costlier than a standard open trench method, but may be necessary to address 
anticipated site conditions, such as adjacent facilities, and/or permitting requirements.  
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increase overall construction costs.  For this reason, the Full Replacement in Nearby Streets 

alternative route is estimated to be the costliest of the full replacement alternatives, at a capital 

cost of $778 million (loaded and escalated).  SDG&E and SoCalGas developed a preliminary 

schedule that factors in time for detailed planning, engineering, and permitting activities, as well 

as time for construction and post-construction testing.  This preliminary schedule is presented 

below in Figure 7.  A corresponding annual spending forecast is presented in Table 13. 
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Figure 6: Full Replacement in Nearby Streets Alternative 
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Figure 7: Preliminary Schedule for Full Replacement in Nearby Streets Alternative 

 

The Full Replacement in Nearby Streets alternative is considered a viable and beneficial 

design alternative in that full replacement of the existing 1949 vintage A.O. Smith pipe enhances 

safety, improves reliability, and eliminates certain operations and maintenance difficulties.  

Benefits are summarized below: 

- Replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in non-HCA areas enhances the safety margin in 
such areas.  Although such areas do not fall within the High Consequence Area 
definition under federal regulations, failure of a natural gas pipeline in non-HCAs still 
poses risks to people, society and the environment.   
 

- Full replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in Line 1600 ensures that Line 1600 will 
remain capable of transmission service in the foreseeable future.  The SDG&E natural 
gas transmission system relies on Line 3010 and Line 1600 to provide reliable service.  
Line 1600’s capacity allows planned maintenance outages or pressure reductions on 
Line 3010.  In the event of an unplanned outage or pressure reduction on Line 3010, 
Line 1600 provides capacity to maintain gas service to some or all customers, 
depending upon gas demand at the time.   
 

- Full replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in Line 1600 would allow the restoration of 
an 800 psig MAOP on Line 1600, thus enhancing reliability of service to customers. 

 
- Replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in non-HCAs eliminates the need to cut out 

pipeline components that are not piggable with CMFL (long seam) inline inspection 
tools (e.g., shorter radius elbows and certain bend geometries), thereby enhancing 
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D. Full Replacement Along Highway 395 Alternative 

Lastly, SDG&E and SoCalGas considered performing a full replacement of Line 1600 in 

franchise roads and streets predominantly using old Highway 395 from Rainbow Station to the 

intersection of Line 1601 in Escondido at .  A map of the 

scope of work associated with the Full Replacement Along Highway 395 alternative design is 

presented below in Figure 8.  As this design alternative is identical to the proposed Plan south of 

Escondido, the focus of this explanation is the pipe installation north of Escondido, specifically 

north of the intersection of  at Line 1601.  

Like the Full Replacement in Nearby Streets alternative, the Full Replacement Along 

Highway 395 alternative offers the advantage that all vintage 1949 A.O. Smith pipeline would be 

removed from transmission service in both HCAs and non-HCAs, thereby increasing the margin 

of safety and long-term reliability of the entire pipeline for the benefit of customers.  This also 

provides the opportunity to restore the MAOP of Line 1600 to 800 psig, which matches that of 

the other transmission pipelines with which it will interconnect.   

This alternative includes a pressure reduction of the existing Line 1600 to distribution 

pressure from Rainbow Station in the north to the intersection with Line 1601 in Escondido at 

, eliminating the need for installation of long runs of smaller-diameter pipe 

between the new Line 1600 and the existing old Line 1600. 

Installation along the Highway 395 Route requires approximately 57 miles of new large 

diameter pipeline, as follows: 

- Install 24 miles of 16-inch pipe from Rainbow Station to Line 1601. 

- Install 31 miles of 16-inch pipe from Line 1601 to Mission Station. 
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- Install two (2) miles of 10-inch from I-15 tie-in to Rice Canyon tie-in to the existing 10-
inch diameter transmission level pressure pipeline that feeds the  
electric generating station along Highway 76. 

- Tie-in to and utilize two (2) miles of existing 16-inch Line 1601 from  
.  No hydrotest required. 

The route requires installation across a small number of agricultural and undeveloped 

parcels within the jurisdiction of San Diego County.  The southern terminus of this northern 

route section is within the jurisdiction of the City of Escondido, with pipe installation located 

down relatively high-volume city streets.  A minimum of six (6) jack-and-bore installations are 

required, and one (1) horizontal directional drill installation is required.  However, the majority 

of the replacement is within relatively open, wide, and low-traffic density roadways in the North 

County.  Therefore, construction experts anticipate achieving some of the highest rates of 

production in these sections, which translates into improved cost efficiency overall for this 

option.  For this reason, the Highway 395 Route is estimated to be the lowest cost of the full 

replacement design alternatives, at a capital cost of $725 million (loaded and escalated).  SDG&E 

and SoCalGas developed a preliminary schedule that factors in time for detailed planning, 

engineering, and permitting activities, as well as time for construction and post-construction 

testing.  This conceptual schedule is presented below in Figure 9.  A corresponding annual 

spending direct and fully loaded and escalated forecast is presented in Table 14a and 14b below. 
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Figure 8: Full Replacement Along Highway 395 Alternative
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Figure 9: Preliminary Schedule Full Replacement Along Highway 395 Alternative  

 

The Full Replacement Along Highway 395 alternative is considered a viable and beneficial 

design alternative in that full replacement of the existing 1949 vintage A.O. Smith pipe enhances 

safety, improves reliability, and eliminates certain operations and maintenance difficulties.  

These benefits are summarized as follows: 

- Replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in non-HCAs enhances the margin of safety in 
those areas.   
 

- Full replacement of all Line 1600 1949 A.O. Smith pipe enables Line 1600 to continue 
to provide reliable transmission service in the foreseeable future.  The SDG&E natural 
gas transmission system relies on Line 3010 and Line 1600 to provide reliable service.  
Line 1600’s capacity allows planned maintenance outages or pressure reductions on 
Line 3010.  In the event of an unplanned outage or pressure reduction on Line 3010, 
Line 1600 provides capacity to maintain gas service to some or all customers, 
depending upon gas demand at the time.  Full replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in 
Line 1600 would allow SDG&E and SoCalGas to potentially restore an 800 psig MAOP 
on Line 1600, with Commission approval, thus returning the full operational capability 
to serve customers. 
 

- Replacement of 1949 A.O. Smith pipe in non-HCAs eliminates the need to cut out 
pipeline components that are not piggable with CMFL (long seam) in-line inspection 
tools (e.g., shorter radius elbows and certain bend geometries), thereby enhancing 
the ability of SDG&E and SoCalGas to assess and maintain the integrity of the pipeline.  
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Many of these cutouts are in environmentally sensitive areas that may require long-
lead permitting. 

- Elimination of hydrotests of 1949 vintage pipe in non-HCAs reduces the risk of 
environmental damage due to a hydrotest failure in environmentally sensitive areas 
of north San Diego county, as compared to the Full Hydrotest and Replace in 
HCA/Test in Non-HCA alternative.  Compliant hydrotests, by nature, require testing of 
a pipeline at a pressure much higher than the operating pressure. 

- Installation along Highway 395, which parallels much of Interstate 15, enhances 
accessibility to the pipeline for maintenance or in the event of an emergency. 

- Highway 395 is a wider road than the roads associated with the northern sections of 
the Full Replacement in Nearby Streets alternative and thus provides more working 
space during construction and maintenance, which results in less disruption to the 
community.  Local communities are anticipated to be less affected by the Highway 
395 route due to more effective traffic flow, thus causing only moderate traffic 
delays. 

- Relatively wide, open roadways are expected to increase rates of production for this 
route, resulting in reduced installation cost. 

SDG&E and SoCalGas recognize the value of full replacement along the Highway 395 

Route, which include: 

1) Increased safety margins in non-HCAs; 

2) Enhanced reliability of the SDG&E natural gas transmission system; 

3) Elimination of the challenges of acquiring specialized integrity assessment equipment 
to complete in-line inspections of Line 1600; 

4) Reduced risk of hydrotest failures in non-HCAs; 

5) Enhanced access to the pipeline for operations and maintenance of the new pipeline, 
thereby increasing safety and reducing future operations and maintenance costs; 

6) Reduced construction burden on nearby communities compared to the Full 
Replacement in Nearby Streets alternative; and 

7) Full and safe restoration of Line 1600’s transmission function using modern materials, 
construction methods and safety features. 
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will be reflected in the PSEP status reports submitted to SED and Energy Division on a monthly 

basis under D.12-04-021.   

In the event that additional information or conditions are identified during 

implementation of this Plan which lead SDG&E and SoCalGas to conclude that it would be more 

prudent to replace a project section currently identified for pressure testing, SDG&E and 

SoCalGas propose to submit a revised Replacement plan for that section to SED for review and 

concurrence with the change in scope.  Circumstances that could lead to such changes in scope 

may include: (1) receipt of new information regarding the condition or integrity of a pipeline 

section currently identified for pressure testing that indicates replacement would be a more 

prudent safety enhancement investment for customers; (2) changes in non-HCA status, land use 

regulations, or development within a pressure-test segment; and (3) identification of customer 

impacts that cannot be cost-effectively mitigated through the means described above in Section 

IV.F.    
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X. APPENDIX 
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 Maps of Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Alternative 
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Figure 10 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Overview Map 
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Figure 11 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 12 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 13 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 14 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 15 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 16 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 17 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 18 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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Figure 19 
Replace in HCA/Test in Non-HCA Detail Map 
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B. Illustrative Photographs of Nearby Street Route for Replacement Pipe 
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Figure 20  
  

(Rainbow Replacement Section) 
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Figure 21  
  

(Rainbow Replacement Section) 
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Figure 22  
  

(Lilac Road Replacement Section) 
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Figure 23  
  

(Midway Drive Replacement Section) 
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Figure 24  
  

(Bear Valley Replacement Section) 
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Figure 25  
  

(Pomerado Road North Replacement Section) 
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Figure 26  
  

(Scripps Poway Parkway Replacement Section) 
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Figure 27  
  

(Black Mountain Replacement Section) 
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Figure 28  
 

(Black Mountain Replacement Section) 
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Figure 29  
  

(MCAS Central Replacement Section) 
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Figure 30  
 

(MCAS South Replacement Section) 
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Figure 31  
  

(Kearny Mesa Replacement Section) 
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Figure 32  
 

(Sera Mesa Replacement Section) 
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Figure 33  
 

(Sera Mesa Replacement Section) 
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C. Illustrative Photographs of Existing Line 1600 Right-of-Way 
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Figure 34  
Approximately  
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Figure 35  
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Figure 36  
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Figure 37  
Existing Line Near  
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Figure 38  
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Figure 39  
Near  
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Figure 40  
Near  
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Figure 41  
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Figure 42  
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Figure 43  
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D. SDG&E and SoCalGas Compliance with Applicable State and Federal Regulations 
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E. Construction Contractor Assessments and Recommendations 

  


















